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Introduction 
Thanks for checking out TablaTun!  The main function of TablaTun is to digitally retune the tabla -or any other 
tuned percussive sound- with accuracy and creative flexibility. 
 
 
 

Master Section  
The right pane of TablaTun contains the most commonly used controls.  Mix is your main 
dry/wet control.  Tone mixes between the transients (the sound of your fingers on the drum) 
and the tones (the sound of the head resonating).   Gain is as expected and finally the triangle 
button reveals the Quad Snapshot Controller. 
 
 
 
 

 

Quad Snapshot Controller   

Clicking the triangle at the bottom of the master section 
reveals controls for four independent snapshots. You can use 
this window to morph between them.  This makes playing 
chord progressions easy.  Use the four buttons to edit each 
corner's values and the big arrow to mix between them.  NOTE: 
If the arrow is top left and the bottom right edit button is 
flipped on, you won’t hear any difference when     turning 
knobs. 
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Tones 
The Tones tab tells TablaTun how to shift overtones.  It is laid out in order of signal flow from left to right: The 
tones tab generates a set of pitch values on the left, the two panels in the middle change those pitch values, 
and the panel on the right displays the final pitch values you’ll hear when you play your tabla.   The leftmost 
panel has four options for generating pitch-values 

Find Tones 

Find Tones continually listens to your tabla and picks out the overtones.  At any given 
time, if you’d like to freeze the current tones simply click the Find Tones button.  
 
 

 

 

Choose Tones 

Choose Tones lets you manually enter six 
pitches.  The one/six button is for setting all 
six pitches the same, you can spread them 
out down the line.  Setting the button to ‘One’ 
would be useful to anyone who wants to 
change all six pitches with a single control on 
a control surface.  The Refind Tones  button 
resets the sliders to the pitches of your tabla. 

 

Clip 

Clip is for snagging note data from an Ableton Live clip.  First, set the Scene (visualized 
as a row in Session View in Ableton) then select your MIDI clip.  If you don’t see what 
you’re looking for, you may need to press list to repopulate the menu. 
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Midi In 

MIDI In uses TablaTun’s external MIDI device, “TablaTun MIDI Input” to 
set pitches via MIDI input.  To use this, set the ID setting of the external 
device to the ID displayed in the main device.  “TablaTun MIDI Input” 
also lets you control any number of the corners on the quad-controller 
so you can interpolate between four separate MIDI Ins, if that’s your 
kind of thing.  
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Scalify 

The Scalify pane is designed to easily take all incoming pitches and 
shift them into a scale.  So, if the guitar player is in D# Harmonic 
minor, you can be too.  Below is an in-depth diagram of how this 
works.   
 
By clicking and dragging in the center of the scale knob you can 
change the scale.  Shift-dragging lets you morph between scales.  By 
dragging the edge of the scale knob, you can change the root note, 

indicated by the white dot in the outermost ring.  Shift-dragging works here too. 
 

 
The visualization above is for didactic purposes only, it does not appear in the plugin 

Shift and Voicing 

The Shift setting (completely different from holding the shift key and dragging) moves pitches by scale step 
not by semitone.  The Voicing knob is like six cascaded shift knobs: setting voicing to one is like shifting the 
first tone by zero scale steps, the second tone by one scale step, the third tone by two scale steps and so on.   
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Transpose 

This pane is for moving pitches directly by semitone.  You can transpose all six pitches 
simultaneously with Transpose or you can transpose each semitone differently with Splay.  
Splay is most useful in cases where all six incoming pitches are the same - for instance, if 
you have a single slider in the Choose Tones pane or if you’re using MIDI input mode and 
only playing one note at a time. 
 

 

Final Pitches 

This is a display pane, not an interactive pane. Each dot on this display represents the 
pitches you're working with in the Tones panel. The inside of the spiral keyboard represents 
the lowest pitches. The outside represents the highest pitches.   
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Effects 
The Rise effect works similar to Shepard Tones.  +/- changes the direction.  
  
Jingle adds a ringing, jingley sound to your Tabla. 
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Modulation  

 
TablaTun has its own internal modulation matrix with four archers and three targets.  [Four types of 
modulation and three parameters (knobs) they can control.] To shoot an archer at a target, select a source 
from the modulation menu and increase the amount.    

Archers 

LFO 

LFO works like a normal low frequency oscillator with an added bonus: Scatter delays each LFO slightly 
differently for each overtone.  So they don’t all move in unison. 

Step Sequencer 

Step Sequencer moves through the values you choose with the rhythm of your playing. 

Sample and Hold 

Sample and Hold generates random values to the rhythm of your playing 

Envelope 

This envelope follower reacts to the volume of your playing.  Low and High let you clip off parts of the 
dynamic range.  Raising low will cut out quiet moments from the envelope signal.  Lowering high will make 
the envelope clamp more at the top end of the dynamic range.  Decay lets your envelope follower drop off 
more slowly. 
 

Targets   

Choose Tones | Shift | Transpose 

 
 


